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ABSTRACT 

 

Emotion is the most genuine reaction of a person towards a circumstance or an object that are 

usually hidden between lines in their speech, text and actions. While emotion is more 

sophisticated and complicated to process and analyze, emotion provides more detailed and 

valuable insights for organizations to re-evaluate/fine-tune their actions and make informed 

decisions. This paper benchmarked supervised learning models for emotion analysis using 

sentence-level documents with six categories: anger, sadness, joy, love, surprise, and fear. We 

evaluated one deep learning model: Bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory (BiLSTM), and 

one machine learning model: FastText. Since FastText does not support GPU, both BiLSTM 

and FastText were ran on CPU for a fair time comparison. The results showed that while 

sacrificing speed that took at least 9000% longer to train and validate, BiLSTM consistently 

outperformed FastText. We also found that text pre-processing helped boost the performance 

of supervised learning models in emotion analysis. 

 

Field of Research: emotion analysis, machine learning, natural language processing. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Emotion is the strong feeling of a person towards a person, an action or a circumstance. Since 

the emergent concept of modern emotion for English language in 1830 [1], philosophers and 

researchers has been studying them closely to provide a more detailed understanding of 

human’s behaviors. Ekman [2] categorized human emotions into six basic discrete emotions 

(anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and surprise). On the other hand, Plutchik’s wheel of 

emotions [3] consists of eight basic emotions grouped by their positive or negative polarity: 

joy versus sadness; anger versus fear; trust versus disgust; and surprise versus anticipation. 

These eight emotions can be further combined and extended into 24 more distinguishable 

complex emotions. The challenge in emotion analysis is to classify similar sentences in terms 

of word usage, and sentence structure into several distinguishable and unique categories from. 

 

In this paper, we benchmarked recent supervised learning models for emotion analysis using 

sentence-level documents annotated with six emotion classes: anger, sadness, joy, love, 

surprise, and fear. For this study, we selected one deep learning model: Bidirectional long short-

term memory (BiLSTM) [4] and one linear machine learning model: FastText [5,6]. For 

BiLSTM model, we applied the default settings for the benchmark. For FastText, which does 

not have default setting, we configured the training hyper-parameters mimicking the hyper-

parameters of the BiLSTM model. Due to the fast computation speed of FastText, we were able 

to train several models using different epochs, n-grams, and learning rates to benchmark the 

changes in performance. 
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2. Background 

 

Emotion analysis is a Natural Language Processing (NLP) task that classifies input text into 

appropriate emotion classes to produce useful information. Emotion analysis produces finer 

grained insights into user’s feelings and thoughts than sentiment analysis, which gives only 

‘positive’ or ‘negative’ sentiment. As a result, businesses and organizations can tailor their 

products and services to better serve the target audiences.  

 

Several methods have been proposed and applied to analyze emotions (see [7] for a detailed 

analytical report on the current state of opinion and emotion mining from textual data). Gupta et 

al. [8] used Support Vector Machine to perform emotion analysis on customer care feedbacks. 

By utilizing n-grams and selected features, they were able to produce quick and precise analysis 

on the feedbacks. Alm & Sproat [9] studied the emotional distributions in children story books. 

They explored and provided statistical evidence for different useful features, especially 

emotional sequencing, to detect emotion from sentence-level text. Hancock et al. [10] extracted 

different features (such as text length, use of emoticon, text respond time) from communication 

text for emotion analysis.  

 

Neviarouskaya et al. [11] developed a rule-based Affect Analysis model for emotion analysis on 

online communication text. Their model can deal with both formal written text and informal 

short messages that contain abbreviations. Gao et al. [12] also developed a rule-based model for 

emotion mining on Chinese micro-blogs by recognizing the causes that trigger the author’s 

emotion. In addition, Lee et al. [13] looked for the cause of an emotion by focusing on sentence 

grammar and structure, such as conjunction. By figuring out the cause, the emotion of the 

sentence will be more solid and accurate. For example, it is hard to assign an emotion to this 

sentence: “That’s it?” without knowing the context (or cause) of this sentence. It might be a 

positive surprise of a student that is struggling on his test, or a disappointment of a movie viewer 

that expect more in the movie he is watching. 

 

3. Data Description 

 

In this benchmark, our dataset consists of annotated sentences from two sources: (i) the 

International Survey on Emotion Antecedents and Reactions (ISEAR) emotion dataset [14] and 

Malaya’s emotion annotated dataset [15]. Our dataset consists of 102,844 sentence entries; 

each entry contains an average of 12 words. The dataset is annotated with 6 different emotion 

classes as shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Label distribution for emotion dataset 

Labels Amount (%) 

Anger 19,952 (19.4%) 

Sadness 17,135 (16.66%) 

Fear 20,134 (19.58%) 

Joy 20,679 (20.11%) 

Love 15,232 (14.81%) 

Surprise 9,712 (9.44%) 

 

Noted that benchmark sentences were pre-processed by the publishers. However, several useful 

features like all-cap or elongated words were kept unchanged. Examples of such sentences are 

shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Example of sentence in emotion dataset 

 I am ashamed of having allowed me to enter this last sentence as a contingency 

plan 

 I'm embarrassed and I feel depressed I feel lonely I feel dependent but I do not 

want to be 

 I feel very intimidated and lower than they oooommmggggggg 

 

4. Model Description 

 

4.1 FastText 

 

FastText is a text classification [5] and word representation [6] library developed by Facebook 

AI Research (FAIR) team. FastText can produce supervised and unsupervised text 

classification models and word representation. FastText provides 2 models for computing word 

representation: skipgram and continuous bag-of-words (CBOW). For this benchmark, we 

compared the performance of FastText using two word representations: its own generated word 

representation and a controlled word representation from word2vec [16]. 

 

FastText is known for its short training time and high accuracy is that on par with Deep 

Learning text classifiers. The creator of FastText claimed: “We can train FastText on more than 

one billion words in less than ten minutes using a standard multicore CPU, and classify half a 

million sentences among 312K classes in less than a minute.” [5]. For word embedding layer, 

word vectors are being averaged and then input into a multinomial logistic regression for 

training and classification. Hashing method was introduced to speed up the computational 

process. To reduce computational complexity, user can specify the use of hierarchical softmax 

to further increase the computation speed, by reducing computational complexity O(k*h) to 

O(h*log(k)), where k is the number of classes and h is dimension of text representation. Figure 

1 shows the basic architecture of FastText. 

 

4.2 BiLSTM with Attention 

 

For deep learning, we selected the BiLSTM with attention algorithm by Baziotis et al [4], due 

to its 1st place and 2nd place rankings in two different tasks in the SemEval-2017 Task 4 

competition. This model consists of two layers of bidirectional LSTM, which feed into an 

attention layer where the attention mechanism assigns a weight to each word annotation, and 

finally send into an output layer with output probability distribution over all classes. Figure 2 

depicts the structure of this model. 

Figure 1: Model architecture of FastText for a sentence with N ngram features x1, . . . , xN . The features are embedded 

and averaged to form the hidden variable 
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Figure 2: Structure of Bi-LSTM with Attention developed by Baziotis.et al. [4] 

 

5. Experiment Setting 

 

5.1 Data Pre-processing 
 

Nowadays, people used emoji, emoticons, special symbols, etc. to express sentiment and 

emotion. These icons and symbols are quite easy for human to interpret the emotion/sentiment 

they carry, but pose a great challenge for machine to comprehend. In this study, we used the 

text pre-processing method implemented by Baziotis et al. [4] to resolve these icons and 

symbols, replace inconsistent features with consistent annotation, and reduce the vocabulary 

size of the model while still retaining useful information. In particular, our text preprocessor 

performs the following steps: (i) tokenization (also handling emoji, dates, currency, time, 

acronyms, censored words, and emphasized words), (ii) spell correction, (iii) word 

normalization, (iv) segmentation, and (v) annotation. Table 3 shows an example of the output 

text after preprocessing. 

 
Table 3: Changes of raw text after applying text-pre-processor 

Before  I think this class is digggg digggg digggg 

After i think this class is dig <elongated> dig <elongated> dig <elongated> 

 

5.1 BiLSTM model 

 

We used the default settings for BiLSTM as in [4]. Table 4 summarizes the settings. We trained 

BiLSTM on each dataset for 50 epochs where each epoch training stops when the validation 

lost stops decreasing. 
 

Table 4:Parameters for BiLSTM Model 

Parameters Values 

Epoch 50 

Batch Size 50 

Input max length (Financial, Twitter, Amazon) 100, 50, 150 

Embedding Dimension 300 

Embedding Gaussian Noise (σ) 0.2 

Embedding Dropout 0.5 

LSTM Dropout 0.25 

L2 Regularization 0.0001 
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5.2 FastText 

 

Table 5 shows the different settings for FastText ran in this benchmark. 

 
Table 5: Combination of hyperparameters used in FastText model training 

ID Dimension Epoch Learning 

Rate 

N-gram Word 

Vectors 

E50LR0.05N1BV 300 50 0.05 1 

BiLSTM 

Word Vector 

E50LR0.05N2BV 300 50 0.05 2 

E50LR0.5N1BV 300 50 0.5 1 

E25LR0.05N1BV 300 25 0.05 1 

E50LR0.05N1FV 300 50 0.05 1 

FastText 

Word Vector 

E50LR0.05N2FV 300 50 0.05 2 

E50LR0.5N1FV 300 50 0.5 1 

E25LR0.05N1FV 300 25 0.05 1 

 

6. Experimental Result 

 

All our benchmark tests were conducted on an Ubuntu 18.04 machine with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) 

quad-core CPU E5-1603 @ 2.80GHz and 16GB of RAM. As FastText does not support GPU 

acceleration, we ran both FastText and BiLSTM on CPU only to have a fair comparison in 

terms of time and speed. However, it is expected that the training time and processing time of 

these models will be significantly improved with GPU acceleration.  

 

We ran both FastText and BiLSTM on both the original raw dataset and its corresponding pre-

processed dataset. Each dataset was split into 80-10-10, i.e. 80% for training, 10% for 

validation and 10% for testing. 10-fold cross validation was applied to each run of FastText 

and the macro-average results were reported.  

 

Table 6 shows the results of BiLSTM and 8 variants of FastText on the raw and pre-processed 

dataset. Here, ‘P’, ‘R’, and ‘F1’ stand for precision, recall and F1-score, respectively. ‘Time’ 

column recorded the total time in seconds to train, validate and test. The best results are bolded. 

Results are sorted in descending order according to F1-score of runs on pre-processed datasets. 

 
Table 6: Performance of BiLSTM with Attention Model and FastText on Sentiment Dataset 

 Raw Text Pre-processed Text 

Model P R F1 Time P R F1 Time 

BiLSTM 0.7929 0.8075 0.8001 90327.62 0.8123 0.8267 0.8194 90079.01 
E50LR0.05N2FV 0.7387 0.7387 0.7387 20.33 0.7415 0.7415 0.7415 18.22 
E50LR0.05N2BV 0.7360 0.7360 0.7360 108.54 0.7402 0.7402 0.7402 108.51 
E25LR0.05N1BV 0.7281 0.7281 0.7281 93.45 0.7350 0.7350 0.7350 92.75 
E50LR0.05N1FV 0.7295 0.7295 0.7295 10.50 0.7299 0.7299 0.7299 10.54 
E25LR0.05N1FV 0.7404 0.7404 0.7404 5.52 0.7287 0.7287 0.7287 5.52 
E50LR0.05N1BV 0.7285 0.7285 0.7285 100.40 0.7284 0.7284 0.7284 100.30 
E50LR0.5N1BV 0.7007 0.7007 0.7007 100.64 0.7170 0.7170 0.7170 100.63 
E50LR0.5N1FV 0.7097 0.7097 0.7097 10.50 0.7150 0.7150 0.7150 10.51 
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Our results showed that BiLSTM outperformed all variants of FastText on both raw and pre-

processed dataset. Compared with the best performed variant of FastText (E50LR0.05N2FV), 

BiLSTM was 8.31% and 10% more accurate in terms of F1-score on raw and pre-processed 

dataset, respectively. It is the only model crossed the 80% accuracy line in this emotion analysis 

benchmark. 

 

Among eight variants of FastText evaluated in this study, bi-gram (N2) models were the best, 

regardless of which word embedding representation was used. Configuring FastText a low 

learning rate (LR0.05) also produced better accuracy than a higher learning rate  (LR0.5). In term 

of word embedding representation, there was a tie between BiLSTM encoding and FastText 

encoding.  

 

 
Figure 3: Pairwise F1-score comparison on raw vs pre-processed Dataset 

Our results in Table 6 and the pairwise comparison of F1-score plotted in Figure 3 demonstrated 

the clear benefit of pre-processing text for emotion analysis. Both BiLSTM and the majority of 

FastText variants gained a slight accuracy boost when pre-processing was applied. Only the 

E25LR0.05N1FV variant of FastText performed slightly worse after pre-processing. This is 

interesting as the original raw dataset was already pre-processed. Our hypothesis is that the 

correction and annotation of elongated words help to boost the performance of tested models. 

 

7. Conclusion and Future Work 

In conclusion, while sacrificing speed that took at least 9000% longer to train and validate, 

BiLSTM consistently outperformed FastText up to 10% of accuracy. It is expected that the 

training time and processing time of BiLSTM will be significantly improved with GPU 

acceleration. Configuring FastText with the right setting is also important to utilize its full 

potential. In addition, we found that text pre-processing helped boost the performance of 

supervised learning models in emotion analysis. In future, we plan to further evaluate the impact 

of pre-processing text on the performance of supervised learning for text classification. 
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